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Abstract 

          This research studies about the students pargraph writing. The data are the students paragraph of English 

Students Nommensen University on Sixth Semester. In this the research, the writer collected the data by reading all  

the students writing of 17 paragraph and underlined the Topic Sentence, Supporting Sentence, and Concluding 

Sentence. The data are analyzed by identifying the writing based on the part and types of the paragraph. After 

analyzing the data, the writer finds that there are the part and types in writing of students. And the capacity of 

students is not good because ost of the students can not filled the rule of part paragraph, consist of: Topic Sentence, 

Supporting entence, and Concluding Sentence.  
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I. Introduction  

 According to Charles Miguel Cobb, there are four types of writing such as Narration, Description, 

Argumentation, and Exposition. These kinds of writing are used in any writing either in short paragraph 

or longer paragraph. From some kinds of writing we can find the differences from one to the other kinds 

of writing. 

 For those reasons above, the writers are interested to find out how far the students are also to 

write a good paragraph and find the types of paragraph used by students. It can give contribution for the 

writer to develop her skill in writing, so the writer chooses this title” The Analysis of Paragraph Writing 

Sixth Semester Students of HKBP Nommensen University 

By considering many things that can be analyzed in writing, the writer specifies the analysis on 

paragraph part of which consists of Topic sentence, supporting sentences, and concluding sentence, and 

types of paragraph namely: Exposition, Argumentation, Narration, Description.  

In the connection with the problems above, there are some objectives of the research are to find 

out the students ability in making a paragraph and to find out what is the most dominant type of  

paragraph writing do they made. 

II.Paragraph 

 Writing is the representation of language in a textual medium through the use of a set of signs or 

symbols (known as a writing system). It is distinguished from illustration, such as cave drawing and 

painting, and the recording of language via a non-textual medium such as magnetic tape audio. Since 

writing is a process, therefore, writing a paragraph should pass some stages. McCrimmon (1967: 3) 

suggest three principal stages of writing process, there are; prewriting, writing, and revision. 

A paragraph is complete if it has enough facts, details, examples, quotation of authorities, and 

reasons to support the topic sentence are included to adequately develop the topic. It is complete when it 



does all it was intended to do. To make paragraph complete we should give more details to help 

developing the ideas. 

 Whichever direction chosen to take in a paragraph, however, what we must always do is make 

sure the paragraph remains coherence. The paragraph can be said coherence if the sentences are logical, 

understandable order and smoothly integrated. As what Macklin, (1994: 84) says in her book that 

coherence means that all parts of composition are clearly related to each other in order to explain one idea 

to give one impression. 

Parts of Paragraph 

Joy M. Reid (2003:29) states that paragraph is a series of sentences about one idea called the 

topic. Paragraphs are usually constructed of three parts, namely topic sentence, supporting sentence, and 

concluding sentence. 

 Topic Sentence 

A topic sentence is a sentence whose main idea or claim controls the rest of the paragraph; the 

body of the paragraph explains, the subject matter, what it is about, develops or supports with evidence 

the topic sentence’s main idea or claim. The topic sentence is usually the first sentence of the paragraph, 

but not necessarily. A good topic sentence states an idea or an attitude about topic the well. 

The Position of the Topic Sentence 

A topic sentence introduces the topic and the controlling idea. But, does the topic sentence always 

have the position at or near the beginning of the paragraph? Generally speaking, because the topic 

sentence does introduce, it is a good idea to place it at or near the beginning of the paragraph. However, 

the topic sentence may be placed near the middle or even at the end of the paragraph, depending on the 

kinds of paragraph it is in.  

Supporting Sentence 

Supporting sentence come after the topic sentence, making up the body of a paragraph. It 

functions to give details to develop and support the main idea of the paragraph. It is the body of a 

paragraph. In other word we must know in details the fact to conclude to support the topic sentence. 

These facts may be taken from resource material, such as magazines, journals, books, or you may also 

include details that we or others have observed. Basically, support comes from the information you used 

to arrive at the view you have expressed in your topic sentence. 

Concluding Sentence 

Concluding sentence is often called closing sentence, which usually appears in the last sentence 

of the paragraph. Not every paragraph has concluding sentence, however a conclusion is very helpful to 

the readers because it signals the end of the paragraph and because it reminds him or her of the important 

points of the paragraph. It functions to restates the main idea of the paragraph is restated in different 

words. Finally, it brings the paragraph and also concluding sentence that ends the paragraph by restating 

or summarizing the ideas in it. 



Types of Paragraph in General 

Exposition 

Exposition or Expository is a kind writing that explain or informs. The term exposition comes 

from the word expose, which means: to uncover, to make known, and to reveal.  

Classification and analysis 

Comparison and contrast 

Comparison is a kind of analysis. Probably you do it every time you make a choice between two 

things: two rhetoric teacher or restaurant. In comparison and contrast writing you do all revealing and 

explaining for a purpose. 

Cause and effect 

Cause and effect is a type of analysis, and you can concentrate on either causes or effects in your 

thinking and writing. Always remember that a cause answer the question.  

1 Analytical Exposition is to showing the idea, opine for a topic or problem that need explanation 

or the strange data without appear something that make the reader influence to the writer.   

2 Hortatory Exposition is to showing the idea, opine for a topic or problem that make the reader 

persuade to the writer. 

Argumentation 

The argumentation derives from the word argument and argues. Argue means to give reasons for 

and against; to try to prove by giving reason, giving evidence of debate or persuade. In line of argument 

means “a fight with words,” or a dispute” writer, however use argument in different way. They use it to 

mean an attempt to convince people that a statement true or not. And you can convince people by adding 

facts and also your own opinion about the topic.  

Narration 

 Narration paragraph is a kind of writing that tells a reader a story or relates an even. The story 

may be short to present a single incident. Then, it may be longer to present a more detailed account of the 

even. The narrative could be many pages long to tell about the life of a person or the history of country. 

Ranking and Hart (1986:41) define “a narrative, like any other kind of writing, makes a point or has a 

purpose. The point can be summed up in one or two sentences. But it always shapes the writing of an 

effective narrative. “One purpose is simply to tell what happened or establish an interesting or useful fact. 

Writers of history, biography, and autobiography generally attempt to show the motives that lie behind 

the events and lives they portray 

Description 

 Description comes from the word describe that means to tell, to write or to give detailed account 

or to picture in words. Description is the kind of writing that tries to put a picture in the reader’s mind. It 

tells how something looks or sounds or tastes or smells or even feels. 



Types of Paragraph Development in Journalism 

Narration 

In narration, the purpose is telling a story or discussing a sequence of events, and usually 

following the order in which they happened. In order to illustrate a point a narrative must be closely 

related to the main point of the paragraph and develop that main point.  

1. Purpose  

In order to present the main point for the reader, narration gives effective backup so that the readers 

understand the main point being presented. The purpose of narration is to tell a story or telling what 

happened and interesting or useful fact. 

2. Action 

 A narration is related with action. Action plays a role in narrative. Other writing often only 

suggests action but leaves readers to imagine for them. A good narrative recreates for the readers. 

3. Point of View 

 In narrative, the writer may adopt two kinds of points of view, they are, first person or third 

person. In first person narration, the writer as apart of characters to tell what happened. 

4. Dialogue 

 A narration usually uses dialogue or conversation. But it is not the main characteristic of a 

narrative. A good dialogue lives the action and involves the reader more closely in the events. It also 

creates the impression of real conversation. 

Description 

The purpose of descriptive is to describe, that is to communicate a dominant impression about a 

subject. Description is used in all forms of writing to create a vivid impression of a person, place, object, 

or event. A description is a types of writing in which the ideas are arranged in terms of spatial 

relationship. The details or ideas are arranged on the basis of space or location. Description paragraphs 

are often used to describe what a person looks and acts like. The word “description” tells what something 

looks like, feels like, tastes like, sounds like, or smells like.  

Exposition 

Exposition is explanatory writing. An exposition paragraph provides information. Exposition can 

be an incidental part of description or a narration, or it can be the heart of an article. Expository paragraph 

requires the writer to give information, explain the topic or define something in the paragraph. 

Definition 

Definition is the form of writing that authors use when they want to define a topic or subject. 

Definitions are an important part of any types of writing 



There are three types of definition: 

1. synonyms 

Synonyms are words that have very nearly the same meaning  

2. essential definition 

An essential, or formal definition places the item being defined in a broad category, then 

show how it differs from other items in the same category. 

3. extended definition 

Extended definition allows the writer to deal with new terms as well as terms that have multiple 

meaning. The writer, in this case, is having authority to extend the meaning of the item being defined 

using a contrast, emphasize, and also define negatively.  

Whatever types of definitions are used by the writer, the most important thing is that the readers 

are able to follow it. 

Three steps to effective definition :tell readers what term is being define, present clear and basic 

information, use facts, example, that readers will understand. 

Classification 

In a classification paragraph, the writer organizes, or sorts, things into categories. The purpose is 

to classify, which is to categorize people or things into large groups that share certain common 

characteristics in order to understand or explain a large or diverse subject and discover the relationships 

within it. It also used to divide breaks objects and ideas into parts that are smaller and examines the 

relationships among them. 

Process analysis 

The purpose of process analysis is to explain how something is done or made. This type of 

paragraphs frequently employs narration of a sequence and description of specific parts or steps. Usually, 

it is best to begin by describing the parts, then narrating the steps of the process sequentially. 

In writing a process analysis, the writer purposes the reader to perform the process or simply to 

understand it. 

  Performing a Process  

A writer, who chooses to perform a process, presents instructions in the form of commands and 

often addresses the reader directly. This approach tends to involve the reader in what the writer is 

explaining and emphasizing that the direction must be followed. 

The introduction. The writer start by identifying the process, listing the items needed to carry it 

out, and give a note of any special conditions necessary in order to ensure a successful outcome. The 

writer might also note the usefulness or importance of the process or encourage the reader y indicating 

how easy it is to perform. 

The body. It will discuss each step in details. In this part the writer is carefully not to omit a step 



that is obvious. The purpose is that the reader will work more intelligently and efficiently. 

The conclusion. This part used by the writer to close with a few brief remarks that help the reader 

see the total process, evaluate its result, or discuss its importance. 

Once a writer chooses this purpose, he/she just explains how some procedure is, was, or will 

carry out rather than indicating how to perform it. Basically it just the same pattern in performing the 

process, but differs in a few key ways. First the writer seldom lists any steps or mentions special 

conditions required to perform the process. The body doesn’t offer any warnings or statements or 

purpose. Furthermore, the information is just a process. 

Persuasion 

Persuasive writing is used to convince the reader to view things from the author’s point of view. 

Usually this text is written by authors to present arguments. Persuasion attempts to convince the reader 

that the point of view or course of action recommended by the writer is valid. It is important that the 

author understand other sides of the position so that the strongest information to counter the others can be 

presented. In the essay, only one side of the issue is presented. 

I. Research design  

Arikunto (2006:129) says that source of the data is the subject from where we can get the data. 

The data resources of this research are the students writing taken from English students of sixth semester, 

which count of 17 writings. 

The technique for collecting the data is conducted to get information. The writer takes the data by 

using these procedures: (1)Give the instruction to the student to write a paragraph freely to students  

(2)Ask them to write a good paragraph with  about 100 words for each paragraph (3)The writer gives time 

to the students about 2 hour to become the data of the analysis  

In analyzing the data, the writers uses these following steps firstly underline the topic sentence, 

supporting sentence, and concluding sentence of the student writing secondly, 

analyzed the students writing based on the types, thirdly categorize the writing, and 

determine the dominant types of paragraph and conclude the part and types of 

paragraph 

IV.The Data Analysis 

Paragraphs are usually constructed of three parts, namely topic sentence, supporting sentence, and 

concluding sentence. Types of paragraph have four types namely, Narration, Argumentation, Description, 

and Exposition.  

The followings are examples of the analysis of some students’ paragraph based on the parts and 

types of paragraph. 

1. Irma’s paragraph  

Juvenile Delinquency is the most urgent problem in the world (topic sentence). Despite the fact that the 



Delinquency has established in the past view years, the number are still rather high. 

The cause of Juvenile Delinquency is the problem from broken families can influence a certain 

misbehavior, it was discovered that the one-parent family effects differ (supporting sentence) according to 

the Juvenile’s, sex and ago. Negates the correlation between one-parent families and deviation of their 

children is connected to the survey and registration of Juvenile Delinquency? We must give the advice, 

suggestion to them and having motivation of the family. Finally, choose a better environment in the 

community where young people have to interact (concluding sentence). 

 

-  Topic sentence is the body of paragraph, in the paragraph above the writer finds topic is 

Juvenile Delinquency and Main Idea is urgent problem in the world. The Topic sentence is 

Juvenile Delinquency is the most urgent problem in the world. 

- Supporting sentences come after the topic sentence, make up the body of paragraph. Then the 

paragraph has one Supporting Sentence, it is on the forth sentence is the problem from broken 

families can influence a certain misbehavior, it was discovered that the one-parent family 

effects differ. That explains to support the paragraph. 

- Concluding sentence is to conclude the paragraph. In the paragraph above, Concluding Sentence 

is Finally, choose a better environment in the community where young people have to interact. 

The type of the paragraph above is Exposition Paragraph because it explains or informs to the 

reader about the cause of Juvenile Delinquency. 

 Usman’s Paragraph 

The hot Indonesian election in 2009 is bring up the massive campaign of the party. (Topic sentence) 

Currently, there are only still 3 candidates have been validated by government to goon the election stage 

this on coming July 8, 2009. There of whom are from Demokrat party, PDI-Perjuangan party, and Golkar 

part. These parties always make a great richly in order to get many voices.(Supporting sentence) Each 

party also makes an endeavor by conveying such pledges, they promise to convent the destiny of society 

and to abolish the poverty spreading widely in Indonesia. They will also release. The heavy burdens, 

embattle the corruption, eradicate, disease and the likes. Furthermore, they also give funds before going 

election, however those cases above are not only the way that might be convinced by people but also 

cheat or against all the government system of another party as if it was contradictive with their party’s 

aim. Automatically this massive campaign emerged dispute among the parties extremely, so that choose 

from your heart (Concluding sentence) 

 

- Topic sentence is the body of paragraph, in the paragraph above the writer finds topic is 

Indonesian Election and Main Idea is the massive of campaign of the party. The Topic sentence 

is the hot Indonesian election in 2009 is bring up the massive campaign of the party. 

- Supporting sentences come after the topic sentence, make up the body of paragraph. Then the 

paragraph has one Supporting Sentence, it is on the third line is There of whom are from 



Demokrat party, PDI-Perjuangan party, and Golkar part. These parties always make a 

great richly in order to get many voices. That explains to support the paragraph. 

- Concluding sentence is to conclude the paragraph. Concluding Sentence is automatically this 

massive campaign emerged dispute among the parties extremely, so that chooses from your 

heart. 

The type of the paragraph above is Exposition Paragraph because it explains or informs and also 

gives suggestion to the reader about The hot Indonesian election in 2009 

 Yusni’s Paragraph 

     Love is fundament in our everyday life (Topic Sentence). In daily life in daily life we can divide 

love into several categories. We can different the love we have for our parents, our brother, sister or our 

best friends. We can see fundamental of love when a mother is getting angry to her child, she does it 

because she loves him (Supporting Sentence). Love is one of the mysteries in our life. In love we not only 

find the passion, truth and belief, but hate and hurt as well. Although love indescribable, it is something 

that we can touch with our feeling and our hearts. And finally love is quiet understanding and the mature 

acceptance of imperfection (Concluding Sentence) 

 

- Topic sentence is the body of paragraph, in the paragraph above the writer finds topic is Love 

and Main Idea is fundament in our everyday life Topic sentence is Love is fundament in our 

everyday life. 

- Supporting sentences come after the topic sentence, make up the body of paragraph. Then the 

paragraph has one Supporting Sentence, it is on the third line is fundamental of love when a 

mother is getting angry to her child, she does it because she loves him. That explains to 

support the paragraph. 

- Concluding sentence is to conclude the paragraph. In the paragraph above Concluding Sentence 

is finally love is quiet understanding and the mature acceptance of imperfection 

Based on the types of paragraph the writer categorize the types of paragraph is Exposition 

Paragraph because it explains or inform and also give suggestion to the reader about Love is fundament in 

our everyday life. In this paragraph is to showing the idea, opine for a topic or problem that make the 

reader persuade to the writer.  

After analyzing the students writing then, the writer lists the result of their ability to make 

paragraph as in this following table.  

 Table   2  Part And Types Of Paragraph 

  Parts of 

Paragraph 

Types of  Paragraph 



  TS SS CS Narration Description Exposition Argumentation 

1 USMAN √ √ √   √  

2 YUSNI √ √ √   √  

3 DESI √ √ -   √  

4 IRMA √ √ √   √  

5 IMANUEL √ - √ √    

6 HENNY √ √ -   √  

7 JULIANA √ √ -   √  

8 SARDIANI √ - √   √  

9 REBECCA √ √ -   √  

10 FEBY √ √ √ √    

11 JHONSON √ √ √ √    

12 DAMORY √ √ √  √   

13 SANTI √ - √  √   

14 NELLY √ √    √  

15 APRIANA √ √ -   √  

16 FITRIANA √ - √ √    

17 MINAR √ √ √  √   

Note:  

TS → Topic Sentence 

ST→ Supporting Sentence 

CS→ Concluding Sentenc 

From the  the result of the analysis  it is found  : Exposition 58, 82%, Narration 23, 53%, Description17, 65% 

Based on the analysis above, the writer found four parts of paragraph and four types of paragraph 

they are Exposition, Description, Argumentation and Narration. Beside that, there is one type of 

paragraph which is used on student writing, it is Argumentation. In this study, Exposition is the most 

often occurred. 

Conclusion 

 Based on the result of the research, from four types of paragraph development suggested Charles 

Miguel Cop; there are only two types of paragraph which are used by the students. Namely: Exposition 

and Narration. Exposition is the most commonly used on paragraph of the students that is 10(58, 82%) 



writings. Then it is followed by Narration that is 4(23, 53%) writings and the last is Description 3(17, 

65%). Meanwhile, the other types of paragraph suggested by Charles Miguel Cop are not found on 

paragraph of the students. 

By considering the conclusions writers gives suggestion as  follows :. for them who studied and 

teaching writing skills and have a major interest in learning writing, they should be more familiar with 

types of paragraph development especially Exposition and Narration because these two types of 

paragraph development are commonly used to present writing. 
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